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Abstract

We propose a new method for measuring the threshold of 50% sentence intelligibility in noisy or multi-source speech communication
situations (Speech Reception Threshold, SRT). Our SRT-test complements those available e.g. for English, German, Dutch, Swedish and
Finnish by a French test method. The approach we take is based on semantically unpredictable sentences (SUS), which can principally
be created for various languages. This way, the proposed method enables better cross-language comparisons of intelligibility tests. As a
starting point for the French language, a set of 288 sentences (24 lists of 12 sentences each) was created. Each of the 24 lists is optimized
for homogeneity in terms of phoneme-distribution as compared to average French, and for word occurrence frequency of the employed
monosyllabic keywords as derived from French language databases. Based on the optimized text material, a speech target sentence
database has been recorded with a trained speaker. A test calibration was carried out to yield uniform measurement results over the set
of target sentences. First intelligibility measurements show good reliability of the method.

1. Introduction
For studying human speech perception performance in
noisy environments, intelligibility threshold measurements
are often used. They allow the performance differences
between a large number of acoustical conditions to be expressed in a compact manner. For example, advantages related to certain configurations, such as the spatial unmasking enabled when switching from monaural to binaural
hearing, can be quantified in a sensitive way (Bronkhorst,
2000). Another application domain is that of relative
speech quality assessment, where the intelligibility threshold can serve as a quality measure. The sensitive measurement is achieved based on the steep psychometric function
of speech identification in noise. For the 50% intelligibility threshold, the so-called speech reception threshold
(SRT), slopes between 10 and 20% per dB signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) have been reported in the literature (Brand and
Kollmeier, 2002).
The Speech Reception Threshold is typically determined
using an adaptive procedure that employs lists containing a
certain number of sentences: Each list corresponds to one
acoustical test condition. For each sentence of a given list,
the speech reproduction level is chosen as a function of the
number of keyword identification errors made on the previous sentence, targeting 50% intelligibility. The SRT is
defined as the SNR at the 50% intelligibility threshold, i.e.
the speech level vs. the level of the distracting signal(s).
Speech material for SRT tests has to be similarly intelligible across sentences, and across lists. In terms of phonetic,
syntactic and semantic complexity, the different lists, and
the sentences composing the lists should thus be comparable. Such sentence material has been developed for several languages, like English, Dutch, German and Finnish
(Rothauser et al., 1969; Plomp and Mimpen, 1979; Wagener and Kollmeier, 2004; Vainio et al., 2005). In spite
of numerous studies of speech quality in French, a French
method for SRT measurement has not been developed to

date. The available phonemically balanced French sentence
material lacks the desired comparable complexity across
sentences and lists, and thus cannot be used for the type
of tests we aimed at (Combescure, 1981).

2. Test Development
Our goal was to assess the intelligibility linked to different configurations of a multi-user virtual speech-chat environment. Consequently, a method was needed enabling a
large number of different conditions to be assessed in one
test. This requirement is bound to a rather large number
of different sentence lists, in order to minimize a potential
training effect that ultimately could enhance intelligibility
over the time. Moreover, we wanted our method to easily
be portable to other languages. The test methods developed for other languages fulfil at least some of these criteria. Sentence material limited in the size of the underlying
lexicon may lead to a comparable complexity over lists and
may more easily be translated into other languages, but is
typically accompanied by a measurable training effect (Wagener and Kollmeier, 2004). In turn, sentences that better
reflect the actual usage of the language — e.g. by employing a far larger lexicon and more conversation-typical topics — reduce training effects, but are not easily portable to
other languages.
2.1. SUS Database
As a compromise between training effect and homogeneous sentence complexity, we based our test method on the
framework of semantically unpredictable sentences (Benoı̂t
et al., 1996). The underlying syntactic structures are very
similar and thus of comparable complexity, and are available for different languages.
2.1.1. Text Material
Typically, the error-rate underlying an adaptive SRT-test is
determined based on wrongly identified keywords. In order to achieve four keywords per sentence, only four of
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Table 1: Examples for the syntactic structures of the SUS text material with original indexing as in (Benoı̂t et al., 1996).

the five syntactic structures available from (Benoı̂t et al.,
1996) were used for our method (words considered as keywords are nouns, transitive and intransitive verbs, and adjectives). Examples for the employed structures (and some
of our sentences) are shown in Table 1.
Due to the considerably larger number of sentences to be
created for our tests, the original word-Lexika and sentence
material from (Benoı̂t et al., 1996) had to be extended. Additional monosyllabic, singular French words were selected
from the keyword-categories. A specific database was created based on existing French word databases, according to
an automatized protocol. The information contained in the
final database is summarized in Table 2. In all cases, the direct article is used, and the third person singular. All verbs
are in present tense, 3rd person indicative, active. Since especially for verbs the form used by the SUS structures differs in the number of syllables from the canonical form, the
database was initially created for all mono- and bi-syllabic
words from the three keyword categories. The database was
then reduced to words that are monosyllabic in their relevant form (except from a sometimes pronounced schwa at
the end). In addition, word occurrence frequency thresholds were set in order to limit the number of the remaining
entries to about three times the required number of entries
per lexical category. For 288 sentences of the chosen structures, with three repetitions per word, the numbers aimed
at are 192 nouns, 108 verbs, and 72 adjectives. Moreover,
in case of homophones between word categories, only the
most frequent one in terms of word occurrence in French
was kept, in order to reduce possible ambiguities.
The initial database was optimized and further reduced to
the target number of entries based on a Chi-square criterion used to yield a high agreement in phoneme-distribution
with a phoneme distribution from average French. For each
word category as well as on average, the phoneme distribution was compared to an average French phoneme distribution derived from the database-entries for orthographic
frequency from BRULEX and LEXIQUE, and a graphemeto-phoneme converted form obtained using Graphon1. The
average phoneme distribution was derived as the arithmetic
mean of three relative distributions, one from BRULEX,
and two from LEXIQUE (one from the database Frantext
and one from a web-related text-database). The procedure was iterative, and the words finally kept were the ones
showing the best fit to the reference phoneme distribution
(10000 iterations). The different phoneme-distributions are
1

Graphon is a grapheme-to-phoneme conversion engine showing less than 1% word error rate (Boula de Mareüil, 1997; Yvon
et al., 1998).

shown in Figure 1.
The sentence lists were created to yield — per list — an
equal number of sentences of each of the four syntactic
structures. Thus, for the twelve sentences of each list, three
samples of the four syntactic structures were employed.
Sentence creation was performed automatically, following
an iterative approach with (1000 iterations):
1. The keywords necessary for each list were drawn at
random from the Lexicon, with three repetitions of
each word between different lists.
2. The words were initially represented by numbers and
category indices. These were assigned in such a
manner, that the number of re-occurrences of wordcombinations between lists was minimized. To this
aim, four matrices were created containing the real indices of the words of each keyword category (nouns,
adjectives, transitive and intransitive verbs). These
matrices were used to map a randomly created set of
second indices to the actual words.
3. The fit to the average French phoneme distribution
mentioned above was determined (per list and on average).
4. Auxiliary words were randomly selected from appropriate additional word-lists.
5. From the selected auxiliary- and keywords, a set of
twelve sentences is created based on the syntactic
structures outlined in Table 1.
6. For all keywords chosen for a given list, the sum of the
word-frequencies in general French is calculated (per
list and per lexical category). If the deviation between
the current list and previous lists is larger than 20%,
the current iteration is restarted from the beginning.
7. From the given number of 1000 iterations, the one
with the best Chi-square statistics was kept.
8. Finally, keywords from the same category were interchanged within lists if the randomly created sentences coincidentally made sense (with the help of two
French native speakers).
The characteristics of the resulting French sentence material can be summarized as follows:
• Word Lexicon of the most frequent monosyllabic
words based on word frequencies tabulated in database
BRULEX, and with optimized phoneme distribution
as compared to a reference distribution calculated
from the databases BRULEX and LEXIQUE.
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Nouns (n.)
gender
-

Verbs (v.)

Adjectives (a.)
canonical form
Transitive?
male form
3rd pers. sing. female form
pres. ind. act.
frequency of lexical entry
frequency of orthographic entry
frequency of orthographic entry
frequency of orthographic entry
number of syllables

Source
Morphalou
Morphalou
Morphalou

phonemic transcriptions of canonical and non-canonical forms

BRULEX
BRULEX
LEXIQUE (text)
LEXIQUE (web)
LEXIQUE (n., v.);
BRULEX (a.)
Graphon

Table 2: Information contained in word database underling the SUS text material. Resources: Morphalou (Romary et
al., 2004; Salmon-Alt et al., 2004), BRULEX (Content et al., 1990), and LEXIQUE (New et al., 2004). Graphon is a
grapheme-to-phoneme conversion engine showing less than 1% word error rate (Boula de Mareüil, 1997; Yvon et al.,
1998).
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• Three repetitions of each word from the underlying
lexicon.
• 24 lists of 12 sentences, leading to a total of 288 sentences. Each list contains 48 keywords.
• Minimized re-occurrence of word-pairs in another list.
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• Chi-square-based maximization of the agreement between the phoneme-distribution of each list and the
phoneme-distribution characteristic of the French language.
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• Equalization of the word-frequencies per lexical category and per list.
Examples of the sentences are provided in Table 1.
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Figure 1: Phoneme distributions, in SAMPA notation (Gibbon et al., 1997). Top: Phoneme distributions of word
Lexika per lexical category vs. reference (general French
phoneme distribution — ”th.“; theoretical reference —
from databases BRULEX and LEXIQUE (Content et al.,
1990; New et al., 2004)). Bottom: Phoneme distribution
for final SUS sentence corpus vs. reference.

• Avoidance of ambiguities where words from one category are misinterpreted as words from another category.
• Lexicon of 192 nouns, 108 verbs, 72 adjectives.

2.1.2. Speech Material
The resulting sentences were recorded with a professional
speaker of medium voice timbre. The speaker was instructed to read the sentences clearly but with a natural intonation reflecting the syntactic structures in an effort to
avoid the rather artificial reading style often used by untrained readers of SUS-sentences, which reflects the lack
of semantic predictability (Raake, 2002). The recordings
were made with high-quality audio hardware in a soundproof acoustically treated environment. The samples were
directly recorded to hard-disk at 48 kHz, 16 bits. After
recording, the sentences were adjusted to an equal RMS
(root mean square) level of -22 dB rel. overload of the digital system.
As reference distracter, a 60 s long speech-shaped stationary noise sample was created by twenty times overlaying
and scaling of the original 288 sentences, with randomly
selected, faded start and end instances. The resulting noise
sample shows the same long-term spectrum as the underlying speech. The reference distracter was scaled to the same
RMS as the target sentences.

3. Test System
The SRT-test presented in this paper is fully automatic.
The sentences are entered by the subjects on the test PC

screen. The test program notifies the subject when it detects a typographical error by comparing the word entries
to a large French vocabulary. This mechanism helps preventing at least those typing errors that yield non-existent
French words (much larger than the keyword Lexicon). In
order not to emphasize certain words, the subjects are only
informed that one or more typographical errors were detected, but not where in the sentence the error was found.
The typographical error detection was implemented in a
simple fashion using the option of the Unix grep command of providing different words to be found in a given
file.
grep [opt.] word1|...|wordN file
The corresponding dictionary file contains all up to threesyllabic words from the database LEXIQUE (New et al.,
2004). With the automatic notification of typographical errors, the effect of spelling errors was minimized. Since the
keywords are monosyllabic frequent French words, the occurrence of spelling difficulties were further limited.
The number of wrongly identified keywords is determined
based on an alignment of the subject’s entry with the target sentence. The alignment is achieved using NIST’s
sclite, which is based on a dynamic programming approach
(NIST, 2005). In order to avoid orthographic ambiguities
typical of French (e.g. la mer vs. la mère, which are phonemically identical), the alignment is carried out on automatically created phonetic transcriptions of the subject’s entries
and of the actual target sentence using Graphon.
The approach of automatically detecting and counting keyword identification errors, which is not commonly used in
adaptive SRT-tests, was chosen due to the disadvantages of
the two alternative methods:
1. E.g. in the tests by (Hawley et al., 2004), the correct
target sentence is presented to the subjects on screen
after they have delivered their transcript. Keywords
are highlighted, and the subjects are instructed to identify the keywords they did not understand correctly.
However, if the test subjects count the number of errors themselves, a potential training effect of the word
corpus may be assisted by the visual presentation.
Moreover, this method is more time-consuming than
our automatic approach, and thus reduces the number of conditions that can be presented in one test run.
Also, such a method relies on the “honesty” of the test
subjects, who may re-iterate on what they think they
heard based on the presented correct target sentence.
2. Another method often employed is to have the testsupervisor sit in the listening booth and the subjects
verbally repeat what they understood. The experimenter marks the wrongly identified keywords on a
prepared sheet. This method requires a high proficiency in the test-language from the supervisor, and is
considerably more time- and resource-consuming for
the experimenter than our approach.
The actual SRT-test is conducted as follows:
• The distracter signal is always played out at a fixed
level throughout one list. The distracter signal is

picked randomly from the distracter sound file, which
was much longer than the target sentences. In addition, trailing periods of 500 ms were added in the beginning and the end of the target sentence to determine
the necessary distracter duration.
• For the first of the twelve sentences of each list, the
subject can repeatedly listen to the combined target
and distracter samples. At each repetition, the target
level is increased by 3 dB (starting at -25 dB signal-todistracter-ratio). The subject switches to the next sentence, when she/he has the impression of understanding at least 50% of the sentence. The corresponding
target level is stored and used as the starting play-out
level for the following adaptive procedure, i.e. as the
level of sentence # 2/12. Since it only serves as the
starting point of the procedure, the possible inaccuracy
of this subject-decision is of minor importance for the
remaining test.
• For sentences i ∈ [3, 12] the level is determined based
on the number of wrongly detected keywords according to Equations (1)-(3) (Brand and Kollmeier, 2002):
Lk

= Lk−1 + ∆Lk
f (i) · (prev − 0.5)
∆Lk = −
slope
f (i) = 1.5 · 1.41−i

(1)
(2)
(3)

Here, Lk is the level for the current target sentence.
∆Lk is the level difference to the previous target sentence. For its derivation, the ratio of correctly identified keywords from the previous sentence is used
(prev), and an estimated slope of the psychometric function of intelligibility over signal-to-distracterratio of slope = 0.15, as it was proposed by (Brand
and Kollmeier, 2002). The function f (i) steers the
convergence of the method: The higher the number of
level-inversions i, the lower f (i), and thus the lower
the amount of level-change. For the reference distracter, i.e. the speech-shaped stationary noise, the
slope of approximately 15%/dB was verified based on
the calibration tests described in Section 4. Since this
slope reflects a good compromise for different tests described in the literature (Brand and Kollmeier, 2002),
it was used throughout our tests.
• The SRT is determined as the average level difference
between target and distracter over the last 8 sentences
(# 5 – 12).

4.

Test Calibration

In a two-step optimization procedure, the speech material was adjusted to homogeneous speech intelligibility in
speech-shaped noise:
1. The average SRT was determined in an adaptive SRT
intelligibility test for a sample of six of the 24 lists.
2. The estimated SRT was used as the SNR for all
list/noise combinations, and all sentences were presented to a number of six subjects in a simple intelligibility test. From the word-errors determined in the
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Figure 2: Test results of first calibration test. Left: Results
plotted over presentation index (i.e. averaged over different
lists and over subjects). Right: Results plotted over list
index (i.e. averaged over the same lists and over subjects).

test, a level correction was derived in order to achieve
a more homogeneous intelligibility of the different
sentences.
4.1. First SRT estimate
The first calibration test was run with 12 subjects. Six of the
24 lists were presented to the subjects employing a digrambalanced test design according to (Wagenaar, 1969), with
n=12. As distracter, the speech-shaped stationary noise was
employed in all cases. As in all other tests, the sound samples were presented via Headphones (Sennheiser HD 600).
In this test, an average SRT of -4.37 dB was obtained.
From the intelligibility-score/target level combinations collected in the test, a slope of approximately 15%/dB could
be observed. Moreover, the SRT test results indicate both a
strong subject-dependence, and a list index effect. In turn,
with an initial training phase using two unscored runs with
one training list each, no training effect was observed. In
Figure 2, the SRT results for this first calibration test are
plotted averaged over the test subjects. The left picture
shows the results in the order of presentation, i.e. averaged over different lists. As can be seen from this picture
and is further verified in the actual SRT tests, no significant
training effect appears. The right graph depicts the results
in the order of the underlying list indices. Here, each entry is averaged over the same list, showing the previously
mentioned list effect.
In order to further investigate the source of the list-effect
(i.e. that the measured SRT decreases with increasing list
index or recording duration), the average speech activity
and sentence-sample duration were determined for each
list. Therefore, a simple voice activity detection was employed, which is based on a fixed level threshold. The
trailing pauses at the beginning and end of each sentencesample were excluded from the analysis, since these depend on the sample preparation rather than on the sentences
themselves. Then, the speech activity of each sentence file
was derived as the ratio of samples above the predefined
level threshold vs. the overall number of samples. The
second measure used for analyses simply was the overall
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Figure 3: Mean speech activity (left) and sentence duration
(right) as a function of list index (error-bars represent standard deviations).

number of samples. The results of these recording analyses
are illustrated in Figure 3. As is depicted in the two graphs,
speech activity and sample length change over recording
duration (i.e. list index). Obviously, the reading style of the
speaker slightly changed over time, with increasing pauses
and thus increasing sentence durations. This observation
is in line with the observed decrease of the SRT with increasing list index, since intelligibility is facilitated by the
increasingly slower reading style.
4.2. Level Calibration
The second calibration test was conducted in order to reduce the SRT-differences between lists observed in the first
calibration phase. Therefore, the target level was fixed to
the SRT measured in the first test, i.e. SRT = −4.37. With
this setting, a classical speech intelligibility test against the
stationary speech-noise was run. Here, we assumed that the
keyword intelligibility lies around the threshold of 50%.
From the intelligibility scores obtained from the six subjects who participated in this second test, an error-ratedependent level-correction was determined for each sentence, similarly to (Plomp and Mimpen, 1979). Corrections
were only employed when the average intelligibility score
for a given sentence was below 35% or higher than 65%,
according to Equation (4). The corrections were limited to
at most ±2 dB.

(0.35 − I(i))/0.15, I(i) < 0.35;
LevCor(i) =
(0.65 − I(i))/0.15, I(i) > 0.65.
(4)

5. Test Application
A number of SRT tests on speech intelligibility in multisource configurations in virtual auditory listening spaces
have been carried out with the described method. All in
all, three test series with 16 test conditions each were conducted, with 10 normal hearing subjects per test series. For
clarity and brevity, we here will restrict ourselves to the reference condition with the speech-shaped stationary noise
distracter and without e.g. spatial processing. The reference was used as the first test condition in all three tests.

The average SRT for this condition over the three tests is
SRT = −4.7 dB. Moreover, the results for this condition
show a standard deviation below 1.2 dB for all three tests.
Thus, the test method we have developed delivers accurate
SRT-estimates in this case, which are comparable to or better than those obtained in other studies (Hawley et al., 2004;
Vainio et al., 2005).

6. Conclusions
We have demonstrated a new method for measuring the
speech reception threshold in French. It is based on a
phonemically balanced keyword corpus used as the basis for automatically generated semantically unpredictable
sentences. After pre-tests and calibration, the method delivers highly reliable estimates of the SRT in case of a stationary speech-shaped noise source (SRT = −4.6). For
our tests, we employed a new fully automatic procedure
in order to reduce the considerable effort typically linked
to adaptive SRT-tests. Due to the design of the method,
error-sources like spelling errors by the subjects have been
reduced to a far extent. Future work will address a detailed
analysis of the effect of typographical errors on the accuracy of our automatic method. In addition, the method will
be translated into other languages such as German and English, in order to investigate cross-language validity and reliability. The French method and SRT-corpus will further
be used in our future studies of speech intelligibility in real
and virtual environments. It is our aim to make the SUS
text and speech corpora and, if desirable, the automated test
available to interested parties. Please contact the authors for
more information.
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